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Transcript:
They are many arguments against the death penalty. It's not a deterrent against the crimes it punishes. 
Society who uses the death penalty don't have lower crime's rate than those that do. When a country 
abolishes the death penalty they are not plunged into criminal chaos.
But even if death penalty did reduce the crime's rate, would that then be acceptable?
The death penalty targets the economically disadvantaged, those who can't afford good legal council, those 
without a voice in society. There is a saying in the US: Capital punishment means that those without a capital 
get the punishment. Statistics show this is true.
But would it be acceptable if people from all sections of society will executed. Does Killing a rich man makes 
killing a poor man right. The death penalty is irreversible and results in the death of innocents. When 
someone is dead, a retrospective pardon is a little to them of their family.
Since 1990 in China, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Nigeria, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Yemen and the 
USA, there have been 51 recorded executions of child offenders, some as young as 14 years old.
Or even if no more innocent or children are killed, shall we tolerate the death penalty?
The death penalty is never acceptable. It abused two of our most basic human rights. Everyone has the right 
to live and no one should be subjected to torture. The death penalty obviously kills people but it also 
tortures, physically by the brutal nature of execution, and psychologically by forcing individuals to wait to be 
killed. They wait sometimes for decades while others are led to their deaths. The horror of this waiting is 
unimaginable. Human rights are thus called because they apply to all human beings. They belong to all of 
us equally. An attack on these fundamental rights anywhere is an attack against all of us. The right to life is 
inalienable. It cannot be given and it cannot be taken away. No matter how terrible a crime, in a world full of 
uncertainty, human beings are clearly drawn line. A line between what is right and what is wrong. A line 
between imprisonment and execution. Every individual facing the death penalty who is, whatever they stand 
accused of, still a human being. How ever much we revile them, how ever much we are outraged by their 
action, how ever much we want revenge, they are still human beings. They may well have killed and 
tortured. They crossed the line but do we really want to join them?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oMmBE8dLVJA
http://www.amnesty.org/deathpenalty
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zqh6Ap9ldTs
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Elllo.org Mixer #7 Death Penalty 
Six people discuss if people should be killed for their crimes. 

Jeannie, United States

The death penalty? I don't believe in the death 
penalty because for me it's always a thing of, you know, 
who gets who gets to judge who gets to live or die. 
Even if the person being killed is being killed because 
they killed someone, I still don't go for that, eye-for-an-
eye type thing. 

Kate, New Zealand

No, I don't believe in the death penalty. I don't 
believe in killing. In fact, I think if someone deserves 
the death penalty, actually instead of getting a death 
penalty they should serve time in jail and have to face 
society and fell the humility. If they don't, if they serve 
the death penalty, they will not feel the shame and will 
not realize the consequences.

Nitya, India

I believe in the death penalty because I think 
rape and terrorism are some crimes which are totally so 
disgusting towards the human race and that's, I don't 
think it encouraged by anyone in the whole world, and 
everyone wants peace so I think, yeah there are some 
reasons why the death penalty should be there.

Joel, America

The death penalty? That's a tough one because I 
think the death penalty is a good deterrent. It would 
definitely stop me from doing certain crimes if I knew that I 
was going to be killed if I did them, but the problem with it 
is, is that you can never be sure if the person actually did it, 
so if we convict someone and then kill him and later find 
out that the person actually didn't do the crime, then I 
think that's a tragedy.

Steve, England

I'm against the death penalty, for, well, the main 
reason I'm against it, is that there's always an element of 
doubt. You never know if someone really did murder 
someone, or. well, murder is usually the main reason for 
the death penalty, so there's always an element of doubt. 
You can never be quite sure, so I think there's always a risk, 
and you shouldn't kill someone.

Marion, Ireland

I think that's a really difficult question if the death 
penalty should be in place. Most of the time, I think that 
I'm against the death penalty, but then, you know, you 
read stories in the newspaper, especially about children 
being killed, particularly cruel ways of ending people's 
lives, and then sometimes, I get so angry that I think, yeah, 
just kill that person because they deserve it, but really, 
when I calm down, I don't believe in the death penalty.

http://www.elllo.org/english/Mixer001/T007-DeathPenalty.html
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Extract from the lawyer's speech 
scene from Dead Man Walking directed by Tim Robbins, 1995.
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“ Ladies and gentlemen, let's be honest. You're not gonna find many rich people on death row. Matthew 
Poncelet's here today because he's poor. Didn't have money so he had to take what the State gave him. He 
got a tax lawyer who'd never tried a capital case before. An amateur. The jury selection took four hours. The 
trial lasted five days. The lawyer raised one objection the entire trial. Now, if Matthew had himself Man 
Walking some money well, he could've hired a team of crackerjack lawyers and they would have hired top-
notch investigators, a ballistics expert a psychologist to compile profiles of desirable jurors. And you can be 
sure Matthew Poncelet wouldn't be sitting here today before you asking for his life.
The death penalty. lt's nothing new, it's been with us for centuries. We've buried people alive, lopped off 
their heads burned them alive in public gruesome spectacles. l wanted them to see these pictures. In this 
century, we kept searching for more and more humane ways of killing people we didn't like. We've shot 
them with firing squads, suffocated them in gas chambers. 
But now...Now we have developed a device that is the most humane of all: Lethal injection. We strap the guy 
up. We anesthetize him with shot number one. Then we give him shot number two which implodes his 
lungs. And shot number three stops his heart. We put him to death just like an old horse. His face just goes 
to sleep while inside, his organs are going through Armageddon. His facial muscles would contort, but shot 
number one relaxes those muscles. So we don't have to see any horror show. We don't have to taste the 
blood of revenge while this human being's organs writhe, twist, contort. We just sit there quietly, nod our 
heads and say: ''Justice has been done.''.”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fZHrdR-iMF0


